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Solar Home System (SHS)

Figure 1: Solar Home System
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► Efficiency and simplicity...

A « Solar Home System » (SHS) is an individual autonomous electrification system. It generally includes a

battery bank charged and maintained with renewable energy sources - usually solar photovoltaic modules -

via charge controllers.

A SHS allows the different daily electrical devices (light, appliances, etc…) to be supplied using a local

distribution network. This network can be either low-voltage DC (for smaller systems) or an alternating current

(AC) similar to the standard public grid (230 or 120 VAC), using an inverter. In the second case, withAC users

(SHS-AC), it is essential to use a conversion system that meets all requirements for proper energy

management: embedded protections, proper battery management, low-voltage disconnection, ...

The inverter range has been specially developed for , ensuring optimal use of energy and

effective protection of the battery.

AJ SHS-AC
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Hybrid system : renewable / diesel + AC-coupling

Figure 2: Hybrid system

Figure 3: Hybrid system with multiple energy sources

connected to DC-bus and AC-bus

Inverter-
chargers single
phase from 1 to
24 kVA or three-
phased from 3

to 72 kVA

► At the heart of an hybrid system...

A « hybrid system » is a combination of different energy sources,

one or more producing renewable energy (solar, wind, hydro) and

a diesel / gas generator. This generator is generally used to fill

the energy deficits of other producers that are depending on

environmental conditions, bringing flexibility to the system.

As seen on figure 2, the heart of such a system consists of an

inverter-charger. It is connected to a battery bank, to

the generator, and can supply all kinds of electrical appliances.

The battery bank can be recharged by the different renewable

energy sources using dedicated chargers and/or by the

generator, which is entirely automatically managed by the

.

A special power assistance function for the generator integrated

in the provides stable operation of the generator. It

can be sized to a lower power than the peak consumer load

power, giving lower fuel consumption and a lower investment

cost.

In comparison with a 100% green energy system, association

with a generator is proven to be currently the most economical

and robust solution.
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►Atrue energy regulator...

As seen on figure 3, the can be used with energy

producers connected directly to the AC-bus via standard grid-
inverters.

In this situation, the (or the multi- system)

plays the role of « energy regulator » between production,
consumption and storage, between the different renewable
producers connected to DC orAC-bus, the generator, the users and
the battery.

With a frequency control for the AC-line and an automatic start/stop
for the generator, the manages the different actors for

optimal operation of the system.
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Electrical microgrid (Minigrid)

Figure 4: Minigrid example

► An electrical grid at your fingertips...

►

To meet the growing demand for larger and more complex rural electrification systems, Studer Innotec offers a new concept for

microgrids (figure 4). With quite similar behavior to the preceding system (figure 3), this concept proposes a very robust solution

which is simple to implement while providing flexibility in both its design and management. A standard hybrid unit is at the core of the

system and decentralized units can provide redundancy, storage service, power assistance, and interface with other renewable

sources to the microgrid.

This concept offers the following advantages :

�

�

�

Independance:

Balance:

Sharing:

Each decentralized unit is independent from the rest of the system and can supply its own load in case of non-availability of
the central unit. Each decentralized unit is also protected against the mal-functioning of other participants of the system if
they have excessive energy consumption. Energy and power allocations can be managed for each distributed group.

Each decentralized unit can add its own power to what is allocated from the central unit.

Each distributed system with its own energy source can share the excess with other participants of the minigrid on a “share
the excess, keep the essential” principle. It also has a given quota of energy available from the minigrid.

A system such as this can be designed and sized to accommodate new consumers and producers in the future, if necessary, for an

extension of the minigrid (village growth for example).

In addition, the system is fully compatible with the possible arrival of the public grid. In this case it would participate as an energy

producer and stabilizer on the grid and retain a backup function in case of mains failure.

System Extension...



STUDER solutions for each situation!

Solar Home System AC (AC-SHS)
with► SeriesAJ

Hybrid system : renewable / diesel
+ AC-coupling / Minigrid

with► SeriesXtender

An inverter-charger range available from 0.9 to 8kVA (230V/50Hz
and 120V/60Hz), able to supply all kinds of electrical appliances
and recharge batteries from anAC source, offering:

Great flexibility with multi-unit configuration up to 72kVA three-
phased

Fully programmable to adapt to every project

Graphical interface, data logging

Reduced investment costs

Reduced investment costs

�

�

�

�

�

An inverter range available from 275 to 2400 VA (230V/50Hz and
120V/60Hz), able to supply all kinds of electrical appliances and
offering:

� Reduction of installations costs with an 'All in one' device

Savings in system costs

Special algorithm to optimize battery life (B.L.O.)

�

�

For more information about our inverters, please visit us on our website at www.studer-
innotec.com or contact us at info@studer-innotec.com



STUDER Innotec SA
Rue des Casernes 57
1950 Sion - Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)27 205 60 80
Fax: +41 (0)27 205 60 88
info@studer-innotec.com
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AJ   275-12(-S)
AJ   350-24(-S)
AJ   400-48(-S)

AJ   500-12(-S)
AJ   600-24(-S)
AJ   700-48(-S)

AJ 1000-12(-S)
AJ 1300-24(-S)

AJ 2100-12(-S)
AJ 2400-24(-S)

XTS   900-12
XTS 1200-24
XTS 1400-48

XTM 1500-12
XTM 2000-12
XTM 2400-24
XTM 2600-48
XTM 3500-24
XTM 4000-48

XTH 3000-12
XTH 5000-24
XTH 6000-48
XTH 8000-48
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(-S) = Optional Built-In Solar Charge Controller


